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UMP Will Stress
High Standards

Littlefield Tells
IFC's Plans For
Coming Year

Glenn Philppon

Last night at 7:30, this year's
;nterfraternity Council met with
their faculty advisor, Dean John
E. Stewart, in his office in the li:brary.
The council discussed plans of revamping the rushing rules; the possibility of a common, modified food
'i buying plan; ways of helping houses
that need financial aid; their spring
Greek week-end, which will be a repeat of last year's premiere, and a
new trophy.

., TUES.
IN NESS

Littlefield announced that a
new eighteen inch trophy will be
awarded to the house with the
most accumulative points for five
classifications, including (I)
..m.igement, (2) citizenship.
(3). scholarship, (4) athletics,
and (5) mayoralty participation.
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The council consists of Maurice
Littlefield, president, Sigma Nu; Donald Lewis, vice-president, TKE1 Ben
Brown, sec.-treasurer, Sigma Phi Eptilon; Jack McCabe, house president '
of Kappa Sigma, and house president
of Lambda Chi, Sal Cerro.
The purpose of the IFC is to create
good will among the seventeen
houses on campus.
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SRA Lectures
Begin Sunday
With Judaism

TEVENS

Enrollment at the University of Maine in Portland numbered
250 this year as opposed to approximately 300 last year. "Beginning this coming year, we'll have not only better students but more
of them," said Dean William L. Irvine of the University of Maine
at Portland.
The most important reason for multi-purpose building. The millionthe decreased enrollment this year dollar building, to be completed Sepwas selection, added Dean Irvine. tember 2, 1960, will house a diningCourses which were previously room, bookstore and meetingroom in
not accepted by the University in the basement, administration offices
Orono for credit are now being and temporary offices on the first floor
dropped from the curriculum, and classrooms on the second and
The two-year business course third floors.
which last year enrolled from Master Plan Approved
The new building is part of a master
eighty to ninety students this year
enrolled only fourteen. This is plan "approved in principle" by the
the last year that the course will Board of Trustees, said Irvine. The
even be offered. Dean Irvine plan includes a library, gymnasium
said that IMP is holding to reg- and three new classroom buildings.
ular University Arts and Sciences The main site for these additions to
the University of Maine at Portland
requirements.
Bud Ochmanski is a man with a big job—he is head proctor in
Of the 250 students enrolled this is some seventeen and a half acres.
Gannett Hall, the newest men's dormitory on campus. Sec this
week's photo feature on Gannett Hall on page 8.
With these facilities the Uniyear, 160 are freshmen and 90 are
sophomores: 6 in Agriculture, 32 in versity could enroll more than
Education, 43 in Technology and 54 2500 said the Dean.
Dean William Lloyd Irvine was apin Arts and Sciences. Students in
Technology and Agriculture can at- pointed Dean of the University of
tend UMP for only one year in or- Maine at Portland February, 1958.
der to continue their courses at Maine He is a graduate of the University of
Maine. class of 1947, and received
in Orono.
Dean Irvine said this week, "We his Ph.D. in educational administrahope next year for more students to tion from Cornell University. Bego to UMP who would not ordinarily fore his appointment as the Portland
Dean Dodge
go to college." To provide for the dean, he was Associate Professor of
Next year the University of Maine will enroll approximately expected increased enrollment, ground Education at the University of Verscholarship program totaling 525,000 was broken September 15 for a new mont.

University To Introduce
New Scholarship Plan

100 new students under a new
yearly, in an effort to have an experiment labeled "favorable."

Donald V. Taverner, Director of achievement among high school stuDevelopment here on campus, said dents by calling attention in this way
that he is hoping to prove favorably , to its importance; developing a broad
the point that there is a need existing awareness on the part of the citizens
**Research in Religion" is the pen- which can be somewhat fulfilled. As of Maine of the present loss of huera] topic of four lectures which will he puts it, "the relationship between man resources through the inability
be given in the Louis Oakes Room of brains and money doesn't always, of capable students to continue their
i education beyond high school; and
the Library under the sponsorship exist."
' enlisting the help of interested indief the Student Religious Association.
Sponsors Named
viduals toward resolving this problem.
The first, entitled "Research in
This Experimental Scholarship
Judaism," begins at 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Program for the University of
He hopes that this new program
September 27. Dr. Eliot Epstein, Ad- Maine is sponsored by industry will be a "motivation for high school
visor to the Hillel Foundation at the and education. The program principals and parents alike to enUniversity, will speak. Dr. Epstein started last spring, with a group courage children on to higher educawill answer questions from the audi- of area businessmen who were tion." When asked if he thought if
ence at the conclusion of his talk.
concerned with the fact that sta. it was a means to an end, he replied
hoped that it was "an end in
c At Maine for three years, Dr. Ep- listics on college attendance indi- that he
the critical situation
stein received his B.S. from New cate that Maine ranks 47th itself," in that
somewhat diss . York State College of Forestry in among the 48 continental United in our State may be
IL Syracuse, his MS. in Agronomy,from Stales in the moat recent report. solved.
The group decided to do something
:1 the University of Massachusetts, and
his Ph.D., in soils. from Purdue Uni- about the urgent need of education
versity. He is married and has two for Maine students beyond high
children.
school, and granted the University
525.000 for the school years 1960-'61
Roman Catholic, Protestant and and 1961-'62 under the condition that
Episcopalian religions will be under
the University would gather funds to
scrutiny on consecutive Sundays folmatch this figure, which it has.
lowing this presentation. While the
This experimental program is to be
major purpose of the series is to
t acquaint the students at the University awarded on the following plan: 1—
with the religious groups ministering At least two awards will be made to
on the campus. any other interested residents of each of the 16 counties t
in Maine. 2—High academic achievercrsons will be welcome.
ment, urgent financial need, and good
citizenship will be considered in the
selection of recipients of these scholarships. And 3—The amount of each
award will be a maximum of $1.000.
the exact amount to be determined b1
business man- 'the individual's need.
Peter Gammons,
The program for the University of
ager of the Wine Campus. an.
Maine will accomplish four major
nounced this week that the purposes.
addressograph plates for distriThey include, bringing the opporbution of the Campus arc in the tunity for higher education within
have the
process of being made and will reach of more students who
,J
academic and personal potential to
Stuweeks.
two
within
be ready
profit from such an opportunity but
dents who live off-campus should who are unable to attend the Univer.start receiling their Campuses sity because of financial reasons; creating stronger interest in academic
Dr. Walter Steisleintat
within this time.

i

Senate Names Crosby
As Administrative Advisor
By Ron Drogin
The General Student Senate will be aided on two fronts this
year as Mark Shibles, Senate president, has acquired the services of
administrative and faculty advisors. Representing the administration
will be Registrar George H. Crosby, while Dr. John J. Nolde will
retain his position of faculty advisor.
Shibles, desiring closer liaison
with the administration than was
previously held in the past, will
be aided by Crosby who is an
administrative official through

Newspaper Executive Speaks
At Tenth Annual Press Day

t

Mailing List Will
; Soon Be Completed

The tenth annual Maine Newspaper
Day will take place at the University
Friday, October 2nd. Activities of
the day will begin with a luncheon
at 12:45 a.m.. President Lloyd H.
Elliott presiding.
Clifford A. Shaw, Secretary-Treasurer and past president of the National Newspaper Promotion Association will discuss newspaper promotion
and public relations. Shaw is Director
of Public Relations for the Providence
Journal Bulletin.
There will be a newspaper law
clinic at 2:30 in the Bangor Room of
the Union. Dr. Walter Steigleman.
Professor of Journalism at the University of Nebraska, will conduct the
clinic. Professor Steigleman is a nationally known authority on newspaper law and author of a textbook
on that subject. Steigleman will take
ap problems brought to the clinic by
newspapermen from throughout the
state,

his position as Registrar. Last
year, the Senate received advice
only through a faculty member.
Crosby. Registrar at the University
for the past four years, comes to the
Senate with hopes of helping advise
it on how the administration feels
about certain matters. His plans are
to give advice when it is asked for
•pecifically and to offer assistance
when he feels it is needed even though
not requested.
A graduate of Colby College. Crosby received his degree majoring in
English. Originally residing in Waterville, he has served with the University of Texas and with the lolani
School in Honolulu. While with the
lolani School. Crosby held the position of Registrar and also of Senate
advisor.
Dr. Nolde joined the Senate in the
capacity of advisor last fall. Associate Professor of History and Government Nolde has traveled extensively
in the Far East doing research and
gathering information for a book he
is presently writing.
A native of Reading, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Nolde received his degree in economics in 1941. It was during World
War II that he became enthused with
history in the Far East.
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Bates Named Director Of New SRA Office
A new Office of Religious Affairs has been established at the
University of Maine, President
Lloyd H. Elliott announced Sunday.
The Rev. Harvey Bates. who has
served as director of the Student Religious Association at the University
for the past year. has been named
director of the office.
President Elliott said the University
trustees have also approved a new
Committee on Religious Affairs which
will function as the policy-making
group in the area of religious affairs.
Membership of the committee will
he comprised of one member from
the administration, one member from
each college, one lay person from

each faith group, and the following
non-voting members: The Director
of Religious Affairs, one chaplain of
each faith group. and one member
of the cabinet of the Student Religious
Association.
In announcing the new Office of
Religious Affairs, President Elliott
noted that previously the University
has given some financial support to
the SRA program and thus has helped
to take care of part of the director's
salary and other expenses of that
organization. Under the new setup,
the director of the Office of Religious
Affairs becomes the official University
coordinator of religious activities at
the University and a member of the
University staff.

1 he Sponsoring Board of the SRA
has been discontinued with the establishment of the Office of Religious
Affairs and the Committee on Religious Affairs.

21. 1959

Chemistry Research Will
Be Supported By Grants
Grants totaling $31,106 are

near future, and Dr. William J. Bowyer, also of the U. of Liverpool, who
is presently doing research at the
University.
Dr. Green, 24, is a 1956 graduate
of the U. of Liverpool. He received
his Ph.D. degree this year from the
same university. His experience inchides a position as a research
chemist with the General Chemicals
Division of Imperial Chemical Industries at Widnes, England.
Dr. Kasturi, 26, received his bachelor's degree in 1952 from Mysore
University in India. He obtained his
master's degree in 1955 and his Ph.D.
degree in 1958 from the U. of Bombay. He has been employed as a senior research assistant at the Essential
As a result of these grants, three Oils Research Centre of
the Departmen from England and India will ment of Organic Chemistry,
Indian
work with Dr. Pettit as postdoctoral Institutes of Science,
Bangalore,
research assistants.
Dr. Bowyer, 25, has been on camThey are Dr. Brian Green of the
University of Liverpool in England pus for the past year as a postand Dr. Tirumelai R. Kasturi of the doctoral research assistant. He reIndian Institutes of Science in Banga- ceived his bachelor's degree in 1954
lore, India, both of whom are due to and his Ph.D. degree in 1958 from
arrive at the State University in the the U. of Liverpool.

The various faith groups, Canter- being made to the University of
bury Club, Hillel Foundation. Maine Maine to support continued reChristian Association, and Newman
search in the chemistry of natClub, will continue to function in
their usual way. The Committee on ural products.
Dr. John W. Beamesderfer, head
Religious Affairs will be the body
through whom these faith groups will of the department of chemistry, said
week that the work will be carried
this
be related to the administration of
out under the direction of Dr. George
the University.
R. Pettit, an assistant professor of
President Elliott poined out the chemistry.
principal change brought about by
Dr. Pettit's research will be supthe new religious setup was the ported by the National Institutes
of
naming of the director as a member Health of the U. S. Department
of
of the Urttsersuri staff.
Health, Welfare, and Education in
the sum of $.3,106, and by the National Science Foundation in the sum
of $8.000.

Graduate Students
Study Chemistry
Under Fellowships
Five men, one a State of Maine
resident, have been selected as
recipients of National Defense
Education Act fellowships for
advanced study in chemistry at
the University of Maine. it was
announced Thursday by Dr. John
W. Beamesderfer. head of the department of chemistry.

In one area of study, Dr. Pettit and
his assistants are engaged in the
synthesis of abnormally substituted
steroids which might be useful in the
treatment of cancer.
Another phase of Dr. Pettit's research is concerned with the chemistry of naturall)-occurring triterpenes.
Recent work in this program has resulted in a paper by Dr. Pettit and
Dr. Bowyer which has just been accepted for publication in the Journal
of Organic Chemistry.

Winters Display Is
Feature At Gallery
M.

If you saw a girl in a bathing suit on a ski slope,
would you say, (A) "What—no skis?' or (B)
"Cold?" or (C) "The pool closed three months
ago," or(D)"Stay right here—I'll get t he guard!"

Do you think the statement
"It's always darkest before
the dawn" is (A) an astronomical truism?(B)a good
reason for getting home
early? (C) a piece of hopeful philosophy?(D)an argument for night watchmen?

smoke VICEROY. They know only
VICEROY has a thinking man'sfilter—the
filter with more research behind it than
any other . . . the filter that changed
America's smoking habits. And only
VICEROY has a smoking man's taste.

AEI BEC — DE

*If you hare checked(D)in three ma offour
questions, you're pretty sharp. . but if you
picked (C)—man, you think for yourself!

Do you think that a man
who can pole-vault 16 feet
hut doesn't like to, should
(A) go out and do it anyway? (B) keep the whole
thing to himself? (C) do a
bit of self-analysis on why
he doesn't like to go so high?
(D) have the bar set lower?

AE BE)CE DE
When you choose a filter
cigarette, do you (A)ask all
your friends, and take their
word for what's best? (B)
take the one that makes
the loudest claim? (C) investigate the facts,then use
your own judgment? (D)
go for the filter that gives
you taste plus filtering?

A 7 BL-jCE DO

It's a wise smoker who depends on his own
judgment, not opinions of others, in his
choice of cigarettes. That is why men and
women who think for themsp!ves usually

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

The five selected are Robert
Lindgren of Bath, a 1959 graduate of
A display of the paintings of Denny
the University of Maine, Phillip R. Winters, noted
artist from Rockport,
Douville, a 1959 graduate of the U. Maine, is now on exhibit
in the Main
of Connecticut, George L. Dunn. a Gallery of Carnegie. The display
will
1958 graduate of the U. of Connecti- last through September and
October.
cut; Raymond E. Kadunce. a 1959
Miss Winters' favorite subject is the
graduate of Grove City College; and
Joseph A. Settepani. a 1955 graduate sea. She says about it, "1 feel its
force and power and its weakness."
of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.
The five have been approved by the
She now has over 50 paintings on
U.S. Office of Education in Washing- exhibition, including oils,
water colors
ton, D. C., Dr. Beamesderfer said. and other mediums.
They will begin a three-year program
Born in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
of graduate study this month which Miss Winters studied in the
Chicago
will lead to the degree of doctor of Art Institute and Chicago
Academy
philosophy in chemistry.
of Fine Arts. She has had several exEach recipient will receive a total hibitions around the United
States inof $6800 for his own expenses for the cluding The National
Academy of
three years at the rate of $2000 for Art. New York, The
Boston Arts
the first year, $2200 for the second Festival, and the Chicago
Art Instiyear. and $2400 for the third year. tute. She has also won prizes
includIn addition, he will receive $400 per ing the Guggenheim
Fellowship, eight
year for each dependent, Dr. Beames- months in France and
Italy; Denver
derfer said.
Museum First Prize for oil: and the
The University will also receive San Francisco First Prize
for lithofunds which are necessary for expand- graph.
ing its program in chemistry at the
She has worked as set designer or
rate of $2500 per year per fellow.
To be eligible for a fellowship, a stage manager for numerous televistudent must not have completed more sion productions such as Duke Ellingthan one-half of one year of gradu- ton production, Jump for Joy, and the
ate work. Preference is given to ap- Bill Baird Puppet Show.
She is married to Lew Dietz, a
plicants who plan to teach in instituwell-known writer, and now lives in
tions of higher learning.
A total of 1.000 fellowships were Rockport, Maine.
established by the Act for the present
academic year. Selected universities
(125) in all but three states will beneProfessor A. Reardon
fit from its terms.

EUROPE TOURS
ESCORTED AND
INDEPENDENT
Individual Arrangements
to suit your Budget
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
UR WEI ANYWHERE

ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU
61 Main St., Bangor, Tel. 2-5050
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University of Maine professor, Arthur W. Reardon. has served as program coordinator for an 1 l -week television series on controversial education. Boston University will present
thc program beginning October 7.
Reardon started the series during
the past year while doing research at
Boston University's School of Education.
He is now assistant professor of
education and assistant director of
the audio-visual service here. He
joined the Maine faculty this fall.
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Kenyon Luce Is Appointed
Philip Morris Representative
As a part of its work scholarship
program, Philip Morris Incorporated
has announced that Ken Luce has
been selected campus business representative here. The appointment is
for the full school year.
The cigarette firm, which was first
in the industry to support collegelevel education by this method, also
makes grants for higher education to
children of its employees and contributes to educational and research
institutions in many areas of the
country.
Luce will serve as liaison between
this campus and the company's New
York offices and he will develop and
work on advertising and promotion
projects for Philip Morris, Parliament
and Marlboro brands.
Now in his junior year at the University of Maine. Luce is a mechani-

cal engineering major. He is a member of Phi Kappa Sigma.
Many of Philip Morris' present
executives began their careers as campus business representatives. While
the financial assistance to undergraduates carries no obligation, the sales
force and other departments of Philip
Morris list a number of men who
have joined the company after having
been associated with the company
during their college careers.

Braunstein
Acclaimed For
Scientific Paper

International acclaim was recently
won by one of the local campus pr
fessors in chemistry.
Professor Jerry Braunstein has
tsears" held a jam session in the Main Lounge of the Memorial I 'lion Building
,
aturila,
recently returned from the Gordon
afternoon 2 to 5 p.m. This was the first jam session of the year.
Research Conferences at Kimball
Union Academy in Meriden. N. H.,
ss here he delivered an invitational paFour art exhibits are currently on per on his summer's research.
display in the University of Maine
Professor Braunstein, working with
art galleries.
Robert M. I indgren, a graduate stuThe paintings of noted Maine ar- dent in the department of chemistry
tist. Denny Winters, are in the main under Braunstein, composed
an exThe General Student Committee for
gallery of Carnegie. In the print room tensive paper on his work on the
of Carnegie are graphics presented thermodynamics of molten salt solu- the Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund
by Associated American Artists.
tions, and won acclaim from the many in striving to top the student goal of
$100,000 with this year's campaign
The Kodak High School Exhibition scientists attending.
has announced the following people
in the Louis Oakes room of the lito head their various sections. Offbrary shows the best photographs of
Campus, Earsel Goode will cover!
high school students all over the
Bangor; Paul Kiah. Brewer; Dick
United States. The exhibit of ModLeonard, Old Town; and Dana Deerern Americans in the Lobby of the
ing.
Orono. Men's Dorms. Hart Hall,
Memorial Union is taken from the
John Barclay, James Hanson; Dunn
University's own art collection.
The first meeting in the 1959-60
Hall, Francis Shorey. Frederick
All exhibits will be shown through debating season will begin on TuesSampson; Hannibal Hamlin Hall,
the month of September, except the day, September 29, at 7:00 in the
Mike Cheney, Jim Carter; Gannett
Totman
Room
paintings of Denny Winters which
of the Memorial
Hall, Joe Dion. George Krill. Ken
Union.
will continue through October.
Conway; Corbett, Rick Brennan. DaJohn Philbrick, president of the vid Leppard; North
Dorms, Peter
Debating Council, and Joe McKenna, Louridas, Robert Fitzpatrick.
Debating Council Elects
president of Pi Kappa Delta. honorWomen's Dorms, East Chadbourne,
ary debating society, are in charge of
This year's Maine Debating Coun- the program.
Talks will be given on Jean Gerry; West Chadbourne. Gail
cil Officers are President, John Phil. the forensic program
for the coming Ladd: Colvin Hall, Ann Van de Bobrick: Vice President, James Bishop; year which
will include debate, dis- gert. and The Elms, Carolyn FenderSecretary, John Dennis; and Treas- cussion,
oratory and oral interpreta- son. Transfers and readmissions will
urer, Joyce Higgins. Pi Kappa Delta tion
to mention only a few. Members be in charge of Richard Webber. So.
officers are President, John Dennis; of the Department
of Speech will be Apartments.
Vice President, Joseph McKenna: and introduced.
This year, the student campaign will
Secretary-Treasurer, Margaret Green.
All students interested in debating take place October 5 through Octoactivities are invited to attend the ber 10. The kick-off dinner is schedSecond-hand books are now on meeting.
uled for October 4.
sale in the SRA Book Mart. The
The resolution that will be debated
The student drive is a very imporhours are from one to five p.m. by all colleges and universities in the tant one this year as the goal
of
Books are sold at two thirds their nation this coming year is: Resolved: $100,000 established by the commitoriginal priers. The book mart The Congress Should Be Given the tee in 1958 is in the final stages of
is in the SRA office upstairs in Power to Reverse Decisions of the topping this goal with student contrithe Memorial Union Building,
Supreme Court.
butions.

Four Art Exhibits
Are Now Displayed
n Galleries Here

'59 Hauck Fund
Drive Listed

NOTICE!

• Fraternity Men

First Debate Council
Meeting Is Planned

• Sorority Women

• Students in General

Mickey Goldsmith Says:

We have
All National Fraternity and Sorority
Crests

Station WORO
PROGRAM SCHEDULE FOR 1959-1960
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

5:57

Sign-On

Sign-On

Sign-On

Sign-On

Sign-On

6:00

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

6:15

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

6:30

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

Bandstand

7:00 Pop Parade

Pop Parade

Pop Parade

Pop Parade

Pop Parade

Rendezvous

Rendezvous

Rendezvous

Rendezvous

Rendezvous

Guest Star

Army Bandstand

Steve Law ren:c Show

8:00

8:34) Manhattan Melodies On the Spot
8:45

News

9:00 Concert Hall

News

News

News and Sports

News and Sports

Concert Hall

Concert Hall

Concert Hall

Concert Hall

10:00 Country Jamboree

To be announced

Show Time

Lee Morton Show

Show Time

10:30 Country Jamboree

Cadence Records

Show Time

Lee Morton Show

Show Time

11:00

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

News and Sports

11:15

Late Date

Late Date

Late Date

Late Date

fate Date

11:30 late Date

Late Date

Late Date

12:00 Sign-Off

Sign-Off

Sign-Off

Sign-Off

University of Maine Crest
or Plain Pocket
5 Colors to Choose from
Starting at $25

A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town
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Name Homecoming Committee
The 1959 Homecoming Committee Margaret M. Mollison. and Donald
will meet for the first time September!Taverner.
24 in the Totman Room of the Me-1 Student members are Norman W.
morial Union Building. William C. Stevenson. President of the Senior
Wells is chairman of the committee Skulls, and June L. Adams, President
of the All-Maine Women, and Peter
Other members are: Francis S. Nts- Berry, campus mayor.
Guire. Theodore S. Curtis. Vincent
A. Hartgen, Howard A. Keyo, Kenneth Fobes, Winston Pullen. Alpheus
Oak Hall, built in 1871. was named
C. Lyon, David Trafford, Miss MariOak of Garland, former
on Rogers, Miss Velma Oliver, Barry for Lyndon
M. Millen, Nelson B. Jones, Miss president of the board of trustees.

Campus Activities Focus On Union
The famous Bear's Den is located
The Memorial Union Building is the center for activities on
campus. Poetry Hours, Coffees, TV, movies, and pool, all find room downstairs and is now undergoing a
$50,000 expansion program. Students
in the Union.
On the first floor are three lounges
one with tele% ision. a music room,
with records available at the news
desk, a large Main Lounge with piano.
plus many meeting rooms
Throughout the school year the
Union is the location for many events
-some sponsored by the Union Activity Board and others by individual

Sir Isaac Newton is struck
by another great idea.'

IT'S WHAT'S
UP FRONT
THAT
OUNTS

and faculty pack the Den for morning
coffee breaks and afternoon lunche,
A game room is also on the
basement level. Pool tables arc
there anti bowling alless are being installed.
Nelson B. Jones is Director of the
Union. He has over 25 years' experience in Union work. Jones graduated
from Brown University in 1928 and
served as Director of Faunce House,
the union of Brown, until he came to
Maine in 1953.
The Union is operated by a series
of committees. The highest, the Governing Board, is a joint faculty-student
committee with a student chairman.
Committees include: movie, dance,
games and tournament, music, house,
Magazines and records are special events, and publicity.
All students-including freshavailable at the news counter in
men-are eligible to serve on
the Union lobby. A Ili-Fi phono'en. Interest blanks
these
graph is located in the music
will be distributed to all students
room.
or can be obtained at the news
Clubs and other student or faculty
COO nter.
organizations meet regularly in the
smaller rooms on the first floor.
Reservations for these rooms may be
Student Senate Elects
made at the news counter.
Bear's Den Packed
Officers Next Week

organization; which use the Union
facilities.
Poetry Hour Success
One of the most successful new
programs started only last year is the
Poetry Hour. Students and faculty
gather for one hour weekly to hear
poems read either by faculty or students. The poetry hour is usually
held on Thursday afternoons and will
start in October this year.
Other activities which draw many
students are top movies for ten cents
and free dances. Movies are shown in
the Bangor Room-now equipped
with cinemascope screen. Dances are
usually sponsored by the Union during the fall semester.

Subscription Rate
Lower For Students
College students throughout the
United States and Canada may have
copies of any nationally known magazines mailed to them, or to their families, at the lowest subscription rates
ever made available. All the major
publishing companies have come to
recognize the need to help students
reduce their expenses while attending
college. Some of the magazines are
being offered at half the regular subscription price.
The Students' Subscription Service
of Los Angeles. organized and operated by students, has been appointed official representative by many
magazines. The Students' Subscription

Mark Shibles, Senate President, reports that elections are taking place
across campus in preparation for the
1959-1960 session of the General Student Senate. The initial meeting will
be held on October 6.
Many fraternities elected their senators last spring; the men's and women's dormitories and the off-campus
students will vote in their regularly
scheduled meetings: South Apartments
residents will vote on October 1st under the supervision of the Sophomore
Owls.
Service is anxious to hear from other
students who are interested in ordering or selling subscriptions at these
low rates. Write to 2133 Norwood
St.. Los Angeles 7, Calif., for information.

SAVE YOURSELF MONEY! ORDER YOUR MAGAZINES
AT THE LOW STUDENT RATES!
$3.50
PLAYBOY (Nov.-June) 43c a copy
5.00
PLAYBOY (1 yr.) 40e a copy
9.00
PLAYBOY (2 yr.) 36( a copy
1.97
LIME (27 wks.) 71
2e a copy
/
3.87
TIME (1 yr.) 70 a copy
7.00
TIME (2 yr.) 7c a copy
2.50
NEWSWEEK (34 wks.) 7c a copy
3.50
NEWSWEEK (I yr.) 6e a copy
3.67
a copy
US NEWS & WORLD REPORT (39 wks.)
7.50
FORTUNE (1 yr.) 62c a copy
1.91
copy
a
wks.)
9e
1.IFE (21
3.00
LIFE (8 mos.) 9c a copy
4.00
2e a copy
/
LIFE (I yr.) 71
7.00
LIFE (2 yr.) 70 a copy
3.50
LOOK (I yr.) 13c a copy
3.90
SATURDAY EVE. POST (39 wks.) 10e a coPY
3.00
READER'S DIGEST (I yr.) 250 a copy
1.50
copy
a
9e
wks.)
(17
ILLUSTRATED
SPORTS
2.50
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (6 mos.) 10t a copy
4.00
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (1 yr.) 7# a copy
3.00
ESQUIRE (8 mos.) 370 a copy
3.00
ATLANTIC MONTHLY (8 mos.) 37e a copy
3.00
FHE NEW YORKER (8 mos.) 9e a copy .
4.50
HARPER'S (I yr.) 370 a copy
3.88
SATURDAY REVIEW (I yr.) 7c a copy
3.27
THE REPORTER (10 mos.) 33e a copy
3.50
HOLIDAY (9 mos.) 39t a copy
2.25
AMERICAN HOME (9 mos.) 25e a copy
2.50
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL (9 mos.) 280 a copy
5.00
VOGUE (1 yr.) 250 a copy
3.50
HOUSE & GARDEN (1 yr.) 29e a copy
2.50
()LAMOUR (1 yr.) 210 a copy
3.00
HAkPER'S BAZAAR (I yr.) 25C a copy
3.98
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (2 yr.) 17e a copy
6.00
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (2 yr.) 25c a copy
5.85
TV GUIDE (66 wks.) 94, a copy
1.00
GOLF DIGEST (5 mos.) 20t a copy
2.00
EBONY (I yr.) 160 a copy
2.98
POPUI.AR MECHANICS (20 mos.) 15t a copy
2.98
SPORTS AFIELD (20 mos.) 15t a copy
2.98
SCIENCE DIGEST (20 mos.) Ise a copy
STUDENTS' SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
Los Angeles 7. California
2133 Norwood Street
PLEASE SEND THE ABOVE UNDERLINED MAGAZINES TO

9e

As sure as little apples, Newton knew that what goes up must come down.
But when it comes down to a
really pleasurable filter cigarette, it's what goes lip-in front
of the filter, that is-that makes
the difference!
And there's where Winston
had an inspired idea - FilterBlend! Winston specially selects
choice, mild tobaccos, then spe-

cially processes them for filter
smoking. The result: FilterBlend up front of a modern filter. That's what makes Winston
a complete filter cigarette.
Filter-Blend also makes
Winston America's best-selling,
best-tasting filter cigarette.Take
it from Sir Isaac:

"YOU don't have to he hit on the head to know that

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"
• 1.01E111010S TOBACCO CO.. WIMITOM.
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Maine Colleges Offer
Credit For TV Course

Union News

The four major Maine colleges and the state teachers
colleges will join more than 250 U.S. colleges and universities offering credit for the "Continental Classroom"
course in modern chemistry, to be telecast during the 195960 academic year.
Roland J. Carpenter, assistant
director of extension for the
General Extension Division of the
University of Maine, said Thursday that the
program
will be
cooperatively sponsored in Maine
by Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, the
state teachers colleges, and the
U. of Maine.
The course will be telecast over
the NBC network. The 160 lesson
series, to begin on September 28
and terminate May 27, will be
seen locally from 6:10 to 7 a.m.
over W(7SII-TV (Channel 6) in
Portland and WLBZ-TV (Channel
:o in Bangor.
Carpenter explained that the
course is designed primarily for
higk school science teachers.
"Others interested in obtaining
a better understanding of recent
developments in chemistry yogic,
are eligible to enroll for credit
may do so," he pointed out.
All inquiries should be addressed to Carpenter at 6A Stevens,
South, University of Maine.
Persons wishing to register for
the three credit hour course
should also write to Mr. Carpenter.
Registration forms will be sent on
receipt of request. Cretins will

George W. Treat
Trust Fund Is
Established Here

be transferred to the college indicated by the student, lie said.
Carpenter also stated that a student, before registering, should
receive approval of his advisor in
the college to which he wishes his
,•redits transferred. Registration
must be received not later than
October 15.
There will be three seminars
during the semester and a final examination. Plans for these will
be established after enrollment
is complete.
Lesson assignments will be sent
after registration forms and payment have been received. Stu
dents who do not wish to registel
tor credit may receive lesson as
signments by writing to Carpentei
and enclosing the sum of fifty
cents.

Interested In
Newspaper Work?
The second in a series of three
training classes for those intereston the Maine
workine
ed in
Campos will be held next WedSept,unber 30 at
nesday night
7:00 in the Campos office.
At this meeting l'rof. Brooks
Hamilton heLd of the Department
of Journalism, will speak to the
trainees on the techniques of news
writing.
Any students who are Interest-

will take plat e Tuesday evening.
Yesterday, by
Damon
Bern
Is one of the most popular
contemporary comedic: presented
on toe stage and in movies.
There will be no Open House
Eds year as there has been in the
past. The general tryouts will
take the place of the open house
for all students, including freshman women, interested in Maine
Ma oque.

FOR SHOES SEE
BEN SKLAR

Trustees Authorize Completion
Of Interior Of Memorial Union
Glenn Philippon
Trustees of the University have authorized the corn-,
pletion of the interior of the Memorial Union, President
Lloyd II. Elliott announced this week.
Auttiorizetitat to pre eed with
.'ne work on the firrt three floors
of the l'iti,•-•n was voted by the
Trnsices anon notice front the
.Arthoir A. Natick Building Found
that $275,eodo is available for coon:-.romtion parpo,•.s. In
the University hns a reserve U.:n(1
o'er :1-.2.00 given by the UtticerAty Stare Cemle ny to be iismi
finis:aing
bow:ing lanes
l.,11 of t 1•••
r. 7,
reor and
I
.t,..,• from r• •
..neration f
ti Union
monied during re •nt ye
The as on, besides the how 1let; lanes. includes linishIng the
kitchen and installhez n cafeteria counter It; the Itear's Pent
e,
Wm: :a sera biz room on
the tirst deer;
an alumPi-facnIty heinre, a tr.nina room,
a serving room and sea era
meeting, rooms on the second
deer. t staircase to the third
their
it:stalled, All prier
coommilioents of rooms given by
ir,!!‘filiial.: and organizations
I
will he filled.
Er. Eilimt ,..,141 that tau^ "7'1•!t..71
'1^(1 lint•n appointed to writ ACP:
!II••
i7
.•••,-:••tt Inc plans for the streettor.
determine what revisions, i :
oov.
be
stmici,is ant Mined to Frr -..

An unrestricted gift of $35,000
the University from a trust
: ond established by the late George
W. Treat was just received this
•ceek. announced President Lloyd
II. Elliott.
By vote of the University Board
oof Trustees, "this gift will be used
:s a student loan told, which Will
c known as Ete Ceorce W. Treat
Pend, thus perpet•tatit,c, tim ti , .at
the donor in an ap;•ropriote
:acl useful manner."
Mr. Treat's a ill stipulated that
-:.on termination of a trust fund
hich he established. the Bouncy
.s to be "an addition to the permanent funds of such in ,Et•ot.00r,
to be applied to such pcncral or
special purposes. as the trustees
or other governing board thereof
shall determine."
In annwincidd this ;Oft, President Elliott paid tribute to Mr.
Tivat anti a timmher of his family who waived all Iii:CleSt in the
trust Lind, thus reiea .ine it for
a gift to the University :Ind other
benefi, iariea. "This f t• I wi:: be
a is und.,Ifu! help to sem.--, of de•
1 7 ':1'
serving, camible and ro -de students eeeli year." be said, "and we
shellI.e f,,re%er thati',f,:! to the
donor for I', is tine gift "
t,. r. Trent for many years was
the limid if a stock brok,•rage.
Lr.., in lb,stoli, lie rmained a
int..reat in hk
tow.'
:
Low, a ri•-• ^ cr
of Livermore Cilia amt in tip
.1 te.a
.•
Stale of Maine.
tir ad ttc-e
7•i

Maine Masque Will Hold Tryouts
For "Born Yesterday" Next Week

.'on :..0% le this weekend
will be 'Love Me or Leave Me,"
starring Doris Day. Admission is
Hersehel L. Bricker, director of
ten cents. and there are two shows
eacio nig:it, one at 7 and one at 9. the Maine Masque Theatre, announced
this week that there will
Dr. Mt ford Wence will read the
of Walter de La Mare, be general tryouts for any or all
of
Maine Masque prothe
four
Tue.sday September 29, at 4 P.m.
ductions for the 1959-1960 season.
1,1 0, At,
nten's Lounge.
On S
Tryouts for the first Masque
Edward Prescott
will offer an o-tan concert in the production. Burn Yesterday will be
Main Loune at 1 p.m.
held Sunday, September 27 or
The Mconloersi:ip Drive for Union Monday the 28th at 7:30 p.m.
worhers is still in effect. Stu-, Bricker requests that all students
dents are wanted to enroll on a,interested be at the Little Theatre
['Mon Committee for this year to promptly at 7:30. Final tryouts
help put on
concerts, lecture',
dances, tournaments, movies, for
public relations work, and other
activities such as Ace of Spades,
Club Playboy, etc.
The Union work Is Interesting
and lots of fun for people who enjoy this type of extra-curricular
activity.
Many new plans are
ahead for Dols year, and if you
would like to help plan and carry
out more activities for the students at the Union, you may sign
up at this time for a committee.
For further information and application blanks, see Mrs. Dunton
in the activities room of the Union.

mar of the A•liViti.3 Committee
if thr. A- oei,,tel Women St•idents
- .1. V tr:te. chairman of
Ctrninittee of
...al 1. akin.
711'7' :•••I't of the committee
In
!Ite
students are
I" or'..,s E. Eco,sland, chairman,
lie" ,r•t• 17': bit,', Dean John b:.
..2•••tvart. l'r. W; 'urnC. Wells,
G. Wik.an, staff memDean
ta.m: Mi . •:•
li(rtrlf•F, Mr. Rob,. ''
Mr. Alt.
.ford F.
• ard L. Cousins.
*.tr.
L. Cid., .• n E. Ste
rt
: "mmti,1 N'. Tayr. ,ry: Nelssn
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Cordovan Color Calf
Genuine Shell Cordovan

$9.95
from $18.95
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New Furniture
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DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
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Maine Papers Vindicated
By Journalism Department Study

He Came To Be Heard

orial elections in the State of
Following last year's Senatorial and Gubernat
Republicans, that the state
mostly
shies.
both
by
Maine, there were charges made
biased news or by its
printing
by
s
election
newspapers attempted to influence the
display In the paper to produce the same effect.
Professor Brooks W. Hamilton inBecause of the serious nature of these charges.
by the two largest daily newspapers
d
publishe
news
political
the
stigated an analysis of
d were the BANGOR DAILY
surveye
papers
The
n.
campaig
during the height of the 19,1S
TELEGRAM.
Y
SUNDA
and
D
NEWS and the PORTLAND PRESS HERAL
ng, Miss Joyce-Marie Crockett,and
Assisting Prof. Hamilton were Miss Leslie Spauldi
sm majors at the University.
Mr. Lester Nadeau. all of whom were journali
or deny the charges made. This
support
eithn
to
evidence
for
looking
They were
Is what they found.
By Prof. Brooks W. Hamilton
both the Senatorial and GuberIt is now history that the Democratic Party won
by substantial margins. They also
and
s,
election
state
year's
in
last
contests
natorial
well as numerous county and local
carried two of the three Congressional districts as
contests.
political scientists as someIt was an election characterized by many competent
on a study of bias, exbearing
no
has
thing of a "revolution" in Maine politics—which
values.
news
e
influenc
may
it
as
cept
Press Herald because between
We picked the Bangor Daily News and the Portland
circulation in the state.
morning
total
the
of
70%
them they cover approximately
News.
Daily
the
of
Here is what we found from our study
In individual news stories there
was no evidence that writers attempted to color the news, beyond
accepted standard of news
an
values. In weight the total coverage favored the Republicans by
a 60-40 ratio. We do not feel that
this constitutes bias for the extra
20% is taken up by such things
as Republican social affairs, one
story situations, all of which were
given extensive coverage by the
Bangor paper. This should have
the candidates but we
pleased
doubt that it helped them.
There was very little front-page
display of campaign news over
the five week period, but what
WI

PROF. HAMILTON
there was favored the Democrats
2-1. There is so little news here
however that It does not constitute
serieus bias. Nearly all of the
Democratic news on the front
page concerns Muskie as Governor, in situations which we Judge
as legitimate news.
On the whole. Ness% coverage
over the five weeks balanced well.
There is not sufficient evidence to

front pages did not feel that news
was
turned In by their reperters
worthy of being placed on the
front page. There may be a corn.
hination of possible reasons for
this.
It may mean simply that this
campaign was not newsworthy
enough to merit front-page display.
Perhaps reporters were not sent to
where the best news was. It may
also mean that because of economic or other factors the papers
from providing
were prevented
enough manpower to adequately
cover a campaign of this sort.
ernor.
paper
What we say of this is less
this
in
In one instance
than it is a plea for
Payne charged that the Press Her. a criticism
rs to re-examine
ald had "Willed" his reply to a daily newspape
their political news policies.
speech of Muskie's.
Political news, whether being
Muskie had attacked the Senbias or anything,
ator's voting record. Examination considered for
the light of
showed that the Telegram had must be considered in
the reader. In
displayed Muskie's remarks on what it does for
the imreceived
page one, while on the following this case we
reader was treatThursday the Press Herald print- pression that the
fair, and accurate
ed Payne's answer on an inside ed to a good,
the candidates
page under a picture that was account of what
were doing and what they were
plainly Democratic in scope.
Whether or not this is
However when Payne brought saying.
enough is another matter.
this matter to the attention of the
We are prepared to conclude
public and the paper, the follownewspapers have taken
ing day the answer *.as reprinted that these
passise role In political
on page one along with the charge a rather
news. Some We', of the news
of bias.
the bent of the
In summary, Press-Herald and published during
new that an.. ere.
Telegram coverage over the five campaign was
s.
s
balanced out very well, &tea by the candidate themselve
weeks
Does the news answer the queswith the exceptions noted.
One of the most Interesting as. tions the reader-voter needs anpeets of the newspaper covenige swered in order to become inof this campaign was the low formed, and does the newspaper
amount of front-page cos era.ge. thereby meet its responsibility in
Thls diseoiery led us to search a democratic society?
for reasons for this.
The papers should study and anIt seems apparent that editors in swer these questions, for a wellcharge of Judging the news for the Informed electorate is a strong
safeguard for good government.

that this
support a contention
newspaper was deliberately biased,
or that the effect of its total Coverage was biased.
In our study of the Press Herald, we found practically the same
things as we did in our study of
the News. In individual news
stories there was no attempt to
color the news. In total coverage
there was about one-percent difference between the parties. Democrats once again had a 2-1 front
page edge but the news was mostly of Muskie's official acts as Gov-
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To most people in the United States, it is now quite
obvious that 'Nikita S. Khrushchev has not come to
this country to see and hear, but rattler to be seen and
heard.
The fact that he has taken this attitude may prove
to be much more valuable to the American people, as
a whole, than if Khrushchev had merely assumed the
air of learning about America. We have now had a
first-hand look at one of the most ruthless rulers of
the century. Any misconceptions as to his toughness,
intelligence, and dedication, should be dispelled at this
time.
Many had optimistically hoped that these talks between Eisenhower and Khrushchev would have some effect on mutual problems. They are disappointed now,
as Khrushchev is making it increasingly clear that any
agreements that are reached will be reached only on
Soviet terms. We know by now that Soviet terms are
only favorable to the Soviets.
Before coming to the United States, Khrushchev
outlined his terms for peaceful, competitive coexistence.
To agree to these terms would be a form of surrender.
He demands that (1) the Berlin situation and the
question of German unity be settled on his own terms,
(2) that we abandon entirely, all agitation to free the
subjected satellite nations, which were taken over by
the USSR at the end of the war and, (3) that the United
States open large credits to the USSR to purchase
machinery and other goods in this country. These
things we can not do, and Mr. Khrushchev knows it,
yet it makes good propaganda for the "folks back home."
His proposal for disarmament is another obvious
propaganda move. Were he to make a realistic proposal on disarmament, it is not unlikely that we would
agree. That is what worries him. If you take away
Russia's bombs and missiles you have removed the only
real bargaining power that the Soviets have. A man
does not throw away his ace in the hole and settle for
a deuce.
Maybe the exchange of visits will have some long
range effect that is unforseeable at this time. But we
wouldn't bet on it.

fOrms No Sigma will meet
cm Thursday. Sepitember 21
at 7t:la in the Tetman Room
of the Union. Ail members
are requested to attend as the
constitution will be submitted
at that Hine.

Carl M. MarCadet Captain
Dowell of Company M-12 of the
Pershing Rifles spoke to the Freshmen at the annual military assembly held September 15, concerning the P R program.
At the end of the assembly the
Freshmen asked questions of Cadet Lt. George Bartlett and Cadet
Al Nelson, showing their interest.
Over 140 Freshmen signed a paper
Indicating a desire to join the
orgaalaatioa.

Concert Committee Rates Praise
The University of Maine Concert Series rates special mention this year. In the past we have, at times,
been critical of the type of attractions presented to the
students. We were not so critical of the small number of concerts as we were of their quality. With the
exception of the New Orleans Symphony, last year's
concerts were mediocre.
This year things have changed. Not only is the
quality of the presentations higher, but there are more
of them.
The Concert Committee works on a limited budget,
therefore their accomplishment of bringing more and
better attractions to this campus is even more noteworthy.
The first concert is October Gth, and it features
Leonard Pennario, an outstanding pianist. It is a performance that few should miss.
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Dr. Quinsey's Popular Talents
Rival Those Of "Dear Abby"
"You may sit down, but it will not take long to tell you that I am the most; intelligent, most popular, and best-liked professor on this campus!" His words broke off
into a hearty chuckle as the reporter readied her notebook and pen for what looked like
a promising assignment.
Illinois
Asked to what he attributes the large
corporation
for
The name of Dr. Donald Quinsey
is about as po-dular on Campus
as that of Abby to the general
public. He counsels frustrated
freshmen, potential fiunkees, and
frenzied upperclassmen. His name
comes up not seldom in dormitory
discussions, particularly among
women students. lie is known as
the magician with a bag of tricks
capable of "solving" vocational,
emotional, and other problems.
Advisees are greeted from 33
North Stevens with a bellowed
"COME IN!" in reply to their gentle knocks on Quinsey's office door.
Startled, they enter to find plump,
red-faced, but twinkle-eyed Quinsey, professor of psychology and
guidance counselor.

confident e placed in him by so
many students, he compared the
position of a guidance counselor
with that of a doctor. "It takes a
Person with a sincere desire to
help or assist persons, a willingness to go to the gates of Hades
if necessary."
It is this satisfaction of giving
someone a goal or direction he
otherwise might not have acquired,
and the opportunity of being witb
and doing something for persons,
that is the reward for Quinsey's
efforts.
Quinsey did undergraduate study
in accounting and business administration at his home state university of Illinois. He left the
routine of a business career in a

Music Societies Name New Members
New orchestra members for the
year 1959-1960 include William
Stetson, trumpet, Liz Sulkies,
clarinet, John Culpovich, horn,
trombone.
Whitehouse.
David
Stuart Sarnow, bass, Nicole Kimball, violin, and Louise Clarke,
oboe.
New members of the Chorus include soprano:
Gail Chicoine,
Sandra Gass.
Joan Dearborn,
Nancy March, Lee Wird', Gwendolyn Stackpole, Darlene Worthen.
Bertha Emond, Ann Grace, Judi
Hasey, Gail Ladd, Winifred alit-

Infirmary Names
New Physician
Dr. Robert A. Graves. a new
physician, has joined the medical
staff at the University of Maine
Infirmary this fall. Graves left
a private practice in Fort Fairfield, Maine to become a fulltime assistant to the University
physician, Dr. Percy Leddy.
Graves took the position because he "likes working with the
age group" here.
Graves attended the University
of Maine and graduated from the
Rochester School of Medicine in
He inRochester, New York.
terned at the Beverly Hospital in
Beverly, Massachusetts.
Graves' wife, the former Josephine Otto. graduated from the
University of Maine. He has four
children, Deborah, 11. David, 9.
and twins Susan and Steven, 6.

OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP

1

hell, Janice Hideout and Nancy
Woods: altos, Marcia Fuller, Ann
Griffiths, Dorcas Hendershot, Judy
Lorimer, Dorothy Noonan, Dorothy
Russell, Ann Ziegler, Joyce Harrison.
Jane
Jalbert,
Elizabeth
Porter, Janice Quint, Penelope
Raeside
and
Enid
Wardwell;
tenors, George Fllouin, John Lape,
Norwood
Mansur, David Reed:
basses. Henry
Albert, Robert
Greene, George
Hawes, Guy
Hunnewell, Robert Mandell, Frederick
Newcomb. John
Pitman,
James Sherburne, Thomas Chittick, William Cost, Martin McHale,
Gardner
Smith
and
Donald
Wheeler.

teaching.
While teaching mathematics and
coaching high school intra-mural
basketball
his deep interest in
adolescents was more fully real-'
ized. As coach, he was often approached
with problems of his
players. At the time knowledge of
psychology was limited, and there
were no adequate guidance facilities available. The superintendent
of schools there encouraged Quinsey in his efforts to provide a
broader base for guidance to his
students.
Not until after he had resigned
from high school teaching did "I
give any real academic attention to
acquiring sound training in actual
guidance as such." He then
worked for his doctorate in psychology at Illinois.
He came to the Unitersity of
Maine in 1942 where he inaugurated a 1:11111:11ICP program on
an informal ba,k. Since then
the need for counselinw has
grown with the growth of the
UtabersIty. The world also has
become more complex, and pee.
pie are beginning to realise the
need for vocational direction.
Today he is the only Oficial
guidance counselor at the University although the deans of the respective colleges offer limited educational counseling. Quinsey administers vocational tests, scores
and interprets them, counsels,
guides, and advises.
Asked
if he thought he had
benefited by teaching before doing his graduate work, he replied I

Gas, Oil &
Auto Accessories

Old Tow n, Maine
Tel. 7-2100

in an emphatic affirmative. "Theory can he obtained from a text,
but one inu.t get his nose bloodied while still young; you cannot
get it out of a book. Practical
knowhow must be experienced."
Commenting on the University he
expresses cone( rn
with student
attitude. "The University of Maine
student is a bit too practical; in
many ca,es he lacks the thrill of

Intellectual pursuit. Some things
should not be approached for their
practicality only."
With a new semester just starting, Dr. Quinsey will shout frequently, "COME IN!" to many a
frustrated student.
There were six members of the
first graduating class of the Cal.
ver,ity of Maine in 1872.

On

with
Magitiman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys",
"I Was a Tee-a-age Dwarf", etc.)

FASTER, FASTER!
College enrollment continues to spiral upward. The need for
more classrooms and more teachers grows more desperate daily.
But classrooms, alas, do not spring up like mushrooms—nor
teachers like May flies. So what must we do while we build more
classrooms and train more teachers? We must get better use out
of the classrooms and teachers we now have. That's what we
must do.
This column, normally a vehicle of good-humored foolery,
will today forsake laughter to examine the crisis in higher
education. My sponsors, the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes,
as bonny a bunch of tycoons as you will see in a month of Sundays, have given cheerful consent to this departure. Oh,
splendid chaps they are—the makers of Philip Morris, fond of
home, mother, porridge, the Constitution and country fiddling!
Twinkly and engaging they are, as full of joy, as brimming with
goodness, as loaded with felicity as the cigarettes they bring
you in two handy packages—the traditional soft pack and the
crushproof flip-top box.
How can we make better use of existing campus facilities? The
answer can be given in one word—speedup! Speed up the educational process—streamline courses. Eliminate frills. Sharpen.
Shorten. Quicken.

Hillson Achievement Award
FOR THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 21
To

Harold "Tank" Violette
ik!.00 personal cleaning *en lee — Free

HILLSON CLEANERS
IS Mill St.

Orono 6-3647

lexyleariteseFx04aopa?.....
Following is a flat of courses with suggested methods to speed
up each one.
PHYSICS—Eliminate slow neutrons.

Famous Bates

DRAPERIES and
MATCHING SPREADS

Body & Fender Repairing
Painting and Welding

Page Serest

PSYCHOLOGY LAB—Tilt the mazes downhill. The white
mice will run much faster.
ENGINEERING—Make slide rules half as long.
MUSIC— Change all tempos to allegro. (An added benefit
to be gained from this suggestion hi that once you speed up
waltz time, campus proms will all be over by ten p.m. With
students going borne so early, romance will languish and marriage counsellors can be transferred to the Buildings and
Grounds Department. Also, houses now used for married
students can be returned to the School of Animal Husbandry.)
ALGEBRA—If X always equals twenty-four, much timeconsuming computation can be eliminated.
DENTISTRY—Skip baby teeth—they fall out anyhow.
POETRY—Amalgamate the classics. Like this.,

FREESE'S
SECOND FLOOR
DOMESTIC DEPT.
OR PHONE 7341

Pail to thee bItthe spirit
Shoot if you mat this old gray head
You can't sways' but a hound dog
Smiling, the boy fal dead
You see how simple it is? Perhaps you have some speedup
Ideas of your own. If so, I'll thank you to keep them to yourselves.
•ISM Kai !bulimia
•

•

•

The Philip Morels Company. makers of Philip Morris. Marlboros and Alpine, hare no interest in speedup. We age our
fine tobaccos slow and easy. And ulna's the way they smoke
—slow and easy and full of natural tobacco goodness.

I
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Modern Living Feature of New Men's Dorm
Pastore Editor, Jo Mos

This fall, 264 students moved
into the new dien's dormitory.
Gannett Hail. The building is
situated at Cae north end of the
campus where the Oatirg Club
cabin was tot nierly located.
The new hall received its name
from registrar emeritus. James A.
Gannett. He sertea the University in that capacity for 4) years.
retiring in 19:.3. G....nett obtained his It. S. des•Te.s at line and
was also awarded an honorary
Master's degree from the University.
All four classes are represented
In the new dorm with Li freshCharles
men topping the list.
Ochmanski is the head proctor and
he is ably assisted by 11 proctors.
The dorm is
3 on each floor.
equipped with an intercom system
whereby Ochmanski can easily
contact all the proctors.

Photognipher, Bill Ira is shaw

In the basement there is a large
recreation room which can be used
for study, card playing, and, with
the tables removed, for dancing.
There is a separate sound-proof
T.V. room and a music room will
soon be set up. Music will be piped
through the rev room fur dancing.
A sitting room will he available
for the chaperons called in for
these occasions.
Air filtering units which keep
the room cool at all times are a
special feature of this room.
The men in Gannett are able
to stere their luggage in trunk
rooms in the basement and they
also have use of an elevator to
transport them to and front their
rooms. There are ample parking
facilities in the rear of the building. In the near future a project
room will be set up to be used for
building displays and floats.
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Each floor in the dormitory has a lcunge such as this which is used mainly
for group study.

No hi-fi's or T.V.'s are allowed here.
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A kitchenette is available in the basement with plenty of tables for a little card
playing too.

An information counter on the first floor is manned
by a duty proctor on weekends.
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A typical student's room, with built-in workbench, bookshelves,
and drawers, all highlighted by a large picture window,

The washroom is equipped with four automatic washing machines,
four dryers, ironing boards and irons.
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win

Enter Contest! Win $5!
"What a da} it had been, thought Elmer Schmaltz as he slowly sauntered up the walk to his stucco, adobe, split-level, ranch style dwelling.
"Darling. I'm home!" he called softly as he entered the house. He
always looked forward to this. Any moment now his wife would come
charging out of the kitchen and smother him with kisses at his safe return.
How he relished the thought.
-Darling. I'm home," he called again. Nothing but silence was his
answer. -This is indeed strange,- mused Elmer. He was very fond of musing
over things. Many people thought Elmer was very stupid because he had
never learned to read, but they were wrong. Elmer liked to muse, and as
all devotees of the habit know, this beats a book any day.
Tau Epsilon Phi Gives Preview of New Home
In fact Elmer was probably one of the foremost musers of our time,
but history seemed to overlook this ability and so Elmer's name will probably never be studied by bright-eyed little school children, and it is doubtful
that a statue will ever be erected in his honor. Elmer Schmaltz—Father of
Musing.
But this is the fate of many great men, that history has seemed to have
passed by.
Few can recall that George Snork was one of the country's greatest
patriots. History has passed him by.
George Snork used to run a little inn on the way to Yorktown during
Plans for the construction of a new Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity occupied since 1947. Last year. the
house are proceeding upon schedule according to Harvey Hillson, fraternity decided to enlarge its mem- the Second World War. It isn't that George didn't want to fight, but people
TEP advisor. The fraternity hopes to have its new home ready bership and found that it would be had to be fed and housed also, and at this specialty George Snork excelled.
necessary to enlarge its present living He was also 4-F.
for occupancy next fall.
conditions. Later it was decided that
The Inn that George owned dated back to the Revolutionary War and
Ifillson, speaking at a banquet For the present, the fraternity is
the problems of the fraternity could George never forgot
this. As it has been said. George was a patriot. He
honoring TEP's initiation of 14 expected for next fall," Hil!son said.
best be solved by the building of a
had been known to refuse to serve customers with English accents. A fine
brothers, said that the blueprints working on raising funds from alumni
new house.
patriot. George Snork.
are now being completed by the and the present brotherhood living in
plctiim the house.
While most people only study about the Revolutionary War and put
The new house will house
architect with final c
between 32-35 members and he flowers on graves once a year, George Snork actively resisted any invasion
expected in early Decenalwr. By Hope For Enlarging
mid-January. Hinson stated that
located to the north side of the upon his domain by the English. He even withdrew his children from the
Tau Epsilon Phi, a national frater- skating pond. TEP's new home public school system
pan,. which is
the Holding C
when he discovered that the chalk used in the schools
an alumni board controlling the nity founded fifty years ago at Co- will have three stories, include a came from deposits in England. But history has passed by these little
fraternity, should Lose issued lumbia. was begun at the Universits large convertible dining and liv- people; the George Snorks are soon forgotten. A
regrettable situation.
bids and made final selection of of Maine in 1929. Since then, the ing room, a chapter room, houseBut to get back to Elmer and his musing. While Elmer was standing
fraternity has lived in three homes
a construction company.
mother's facilities, a library, and there in the living room musing as to his wife's whereabouts a baby started
"I figure that construction should on campus. The present house, locatto cry. "That is strange." mused Elmer again. "I didn't realize that we
modern study rooms.
begin around April with completion ed at 380 College Avenue. has been
had a baby.As he crossed the living room to investigate the crying he fell thirty
feet to the floor. As has been stated, Elmer lived in a split-level home, and
the architects which he had employed decided to split it in the living room.
After all you have to put up with some inconveniences in this modern day
associate.
business
a
Muntz,
Man"
of
many
as
devastating
and age.
"What is behind this Vallee Myth?"' was not as
televiinch
27
a
with
SAE
presented
these
of
some
that
Elmer picked himself up and surveyed the damage. He had rebroken
With human nature what it is, a the plainest women
their fra- sion set. The widespread popularity
two of his ribs (he forgot about the split-level quite often) and there was
person becomes a celebrity and his fraternity men brought to
great
a
to
due
is
Song
Stein
the
of
his
of
Rudy
writes
past is soon clouded with rumors ... ternity dances."
an ugly gash running from the back of his left ear to his small toe. "Nothing
extent to Rudy. A large percentage of
usually of the negative type ...usually transfer.
to be alarmed about," he decided and crawled off to see about the baby
Stein
the
from
gained
he
profits
the
In 1927. Rudy completed work for
untrue. Such is the case of Hubert
There was a baby alright. And Elmer started musing over where it
the building fund of
his Bachelor's degree in pharmacy. Song went into
Prior "Rudy" Vallee.
could have come from right away. After all you don't let a discovery like
the Memorial Gymnasium.
many
for
druggist
a
was
father
His
freshman
a
as
Maine
to
came
Rudy
Is Rudy egotistical and conceited? this pass without musing about it for an appropriate period of time.
Westbrook.
in the fall of 1921. He was enrolled years in
As he stood there musing again he heard the front door slam. That
According to people who have actupool
swimming
the
about
What
fraternity—
SAE
joined
He
in Arts.
ally known him. no. People often could only be his wife he thought. If Elmer was the Father of Musing his
donate—but
to
wanted
Vallee
that
busifast
a
was
pledging
and
rushing
refused? In all of mistake his genuine self-confidence wife Petunia was certainly the Mother of Door Slamming. Famous people
ness in those days. He stayed at the which the school
the Alumni Office for mere conceit. Rudy will admit seemed to run in the family.
at
kept
records
the
he
year—but
one
just
for
University
Elmer heard her as she started to cross the living room. Kerthud!! (she
extensive), there any assets that he has—he doesn't
pretty
they're
(and
point
a
attained
He
out.
flunk
not
did
ru- try to deny them. But he will just as occasionally forgot about the split-level herself.)
average of 2.36 for the sear, in fact; isn't a word to substantiate this
mistakes.
and
faults
his
admit
readily
Five minutes later she appeared in the doorway, streaming blood from
his lowest grade was a D in Spanish 2. MOr.
writes, he uses no ghost her nose.
How did Rudy get his nickname? When he
Not much of a basis for the belief
writers.
"Elmer!!" she exclaimed. "You've discovered my secret."
It seems that when he joined SAE he
that he failed many subjects.
was asked, as was the custom, what
"It appears that I have, my dear. How do you explain this," he said
Vallee was born In Island Pond
Happy Year
1901. He moved pointing to the pink mass of quivering flesh.
Was Rudy unhappy or unpopular nickname he preferred. "Bert.- he re- Vermont, on July 28,
a friend piped up with to Rumford, Maine in 1905, and later
here? "...in fact, ms year at the plied. But
him Rudy" and they did. to Westbrook. He joined the Navy (You, too, can be another Max Shulman. Finish this story and sin $5
University of Maine is one of the "Let's call
was a sax player rather before entering high school. He com- plus your ending appearing in the CAMPUS. Deadline for this contest is
happiest of my life ...." said Rudy Vallee, who
than a singer in those days, idolized pleted high school and took a post Monday. October 5, at noon.)
in an article that he wrote for The
a certain Rudy Wiedoeft. a great sax graduate course before he came to
Maine Alumnus (Feb. 1930). While
player about whom he talked con- Maine. After he left Maine. he went
here, he played with the band, was a
stantly. Thus the nickname.
to Yale for two years, went to London
member of the Musical Club and
"Vallee Generous"
to play at the Savoy Hotel for a year.
played with Towles' Orchestra at the
"Vallee has always been a very and returned to graduate from Yale.
Old Town and Orono Town Halls.
These are the cold facts beneath
He lived at the University Inn "so loyal and generous supporter of the
Rudy worked
that my practice would not disturb University and of his fraternity." says the misty Vallee Myth.
plasing
my fraternity brothers- and practiced Donald V. Taverner, executive sec- his way through college by
he reached
at the town hall where he "nearly retary of the Alumni Association. "He the saxophone and when
so much
froze to death" because there was no has always been very willing to en- the top he never changed
When a man is thinking about a hole
tertain at Alumni dinners and meet- that he forgot the happiness and
heat in the building.
which may go 20 miles straight down and
during
found
had
he
that
ings
added.
he
also."
friendliness
At the end of his freshman year, he
the earth's crust he has something
pierce
University.
few
A
the
years
at
Vallee
year
ago,
"Mad
and
his
transferred to Yale. not because he
really big on his mind.
disliked Maine, but because musicians'
Pipes and heavy thinking go together
wages were so low in this section, he
VNIT
couldn't afford to stay here.
like candlelight and wine.
City Different
And there's something thought-provok"... at first I was quite unhappy as
ing (and thought-sharpening) about picking a favorite
the simplicity of everything at Maine
MU SIC HOL SE
pipe from the rack, opening up the Re%elation pouch,
was what I had loved, and the wealth.
opulence and life of the big city of
"THE HOUSE OF HI-FI"
shaking the fragrant flakes into the bowl, tamping
New Haven and the campus which
them softly down and lighting them.
FOR
held the sons of the biggest men in
You think; you smoke. You draw easy. There's
the country was quite different from
• RECORDS
something about this e‘en-burning mixture that goes
the student life at the University of
• MUSIC
just tine with thinking.
Maine where a wealthy boy was a rare
• HI-FI STEREO
thing and where the prettiest co-ed

Tau Epsilon Phi Makes Plans
For New Fraternity House

used mainly

What's Behind The 'Vallee Myth'?
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Come on now, don't just think about it,
put Revelation in your pipe— and smoke it.
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Black Bears Drop Initial
Contest;`Westie'Preps
For Rhode Island Game

Football Action

Art Zalkan

Maine end, Don Desroehes, (81) takes a pass from quarterback
Art Miles and wends his way downfield. He was finall, stopped
from behind by Mass, sophomore quarterback, John McCormack
(23) who came from behind. Desroches' gain was good for a first
down.

When Maine's Black Bears and the Rhode Island Rams meet at Kingston. Saturday, first game
jitters will be a thing of the past. Both squads opened last week. The Rams upended Northeastern,
8-6, while Mass. nipped Maine, 21-16.
Billy Reynolds, senior halfback, broke
For Coach Herb hfaack's Rams, UMass Fired Up
Trailing for three-quarters of the through the line for 34 yards and a
it is the first test in conference play.
The Rhode Island team has gained ball game, the University of Massa- TD.
confidence in themselves with an chusetts' Redmen, fired up in drive
Maine scored first on Manch Wheelopening win, and they are ready to and determination. scored 13 points er's drive into the end zone from the
in the fourth period to detour Maine's one yard line. Art Miles kicked the
continue its winning ways.
Looking over the team on paper, hopes for Conference honors. A extra point for 7-0 lead.
the Rams are still a few seasons away touchdown that was scored as the Miles the Kicker
from being a serious threat to Yan_ result of a deflected pass gave the
Miles returned again in the second
kee Conference honors. They are Redmen the necessary second wind
half to kick a 30 yard field goal to
weak defensively having lost four key to come ripping back for the win.
make the score 10-0. Late in the
Trailing 16-0 late in the third perimen from its first team of a year ago.
fourth quarter, Wheeler threw an 18
Much help is needed defensively if od, sophomore quarterback John Mcyard touchdown pass to Dale Hanson,
the Rams are expected to hold its win Cormick fired a pass which deflected
off the fingertips of end Dave Har- sophomore end.
streak.
The Maine Bears returned to Orono
Offensively, Rhode Island could be rington and into the arms of junior
Saturday evening knowing that it will
a threat. Returning to direct the split. end Bill McKenna, who raced into
have to strengthen its offense greatly.
'T formation is Roger Pearson, a boy the end zone for a touchdown, com"We did not play good enough
who has won All-Conference honors pleting a 62 yard-pass play.
Junior halfback Tom Delnickas football last weekend to win the conin the past and who can live up to
these honors. Pearson is a left-hander then caught a screen pass to make ference. We need a lot of hard work
who can throw both a short and long the score read 16-8. The rejuvenated and we need lots of scrimmages bepass with equal ability. Running along Redmen who were only eight points fore we can really start to roll," said
with Pearson in the backfield are two away from a tie kept driving harder Maine's football coach Hal Westerother All-Conference ball-carriers, knowing that Maine's defense was man. "Our kids went a long way to
Bill Poland and Don Brown. Both penetrable. McCormick connected on win this one, but the boys were tired
boys are speedy and are hard to bring a 26 yard pass play to Delnickas from the heat and we did not have the
down once in the open. The Rams for another score making it a 16-14. 'pop' necessary for the fourth quarHalfway through the fourth period, ter," finished the Maine coach.
lost to Maine last fall, 37-8, but this
Maine must win from Rhode Island
season, they will be looking to knock Conway recovered a fumble and then
Maine from the path leading to the directed a 74 yard offense in 10 plays to stay in contention for conference
honors. Another loss could eliminate
to give the Redmen the verdict.
title,
The winning touchdown came as them for this season.

KCIDL KROSSWORD
1

ACROSS
1. Occult
theosophy
7. Beer Barrel,
Pen.ylvania,
13. One of the
Frankies
14. Famous Fifth,
not drinkable
15. This is choice
16. Take umbrage

at
17. October
activity of
small fry
19. Nixes
20. What you must
do to get
in 26 Across
22. A Knot, in
short
23. Birdland .iund
25. Scorel.a tie
26. No car for a
drag race
27. Oral ends
of Kools
28. When you need
a real changetry a__
30. Beginning of
solar system
34. What K00111
have
38. It's just south
of the border
39. "TheNakedand
the Dead"
authnr
40. Kind of pitch
in the Lail park
41. Aver
42. Scene of a
famous parting
43. PrWriontorl.

2

3

4

5

6

No. 2
7

18

9

10

11

12

DOWN
1. Do it with
13
aspersions or
fly rods
2.. A'Actre
16
15
3. Island famed
'14
for native girls
18
17
4. Unbottled
Guinnem
5. Fore, pad or
19
II20
hammer
°ARE YOU KaDL
6. A Marked man
7. More than
ENOUGH TO
24
22
23
two ceupl.
KRACK TI-11S?'
S. Dance too
enthu&astically7
26
25
majeste:
9.
10. Baker or
1
t
masseur
27
•
It. Moms
and Charley's
29
•30
31
12. Shampoo
28
follower
Is. Time of the 20's
34
37
35
36
21. Summer in Paris
22. Where Keel
tips grow?
39
38
24. Kind of sails
at Christmastime
41
40
26 M'nx fosn
England
27. Me,
43
42
29. Scarlet t gal
31. Mcirt. eyes
than nays
32. Bound to
allegiance
33. Sheridan's Bob
34. lie h.lawn
pa,
37. Girl situated
in Oklahoma
36. Head shakes
37. Favorite pursutt
of the female
30. L_ Basal

21

Open Doubles Tournament Will
Begin Today McCall Announces
The Open Doubles Tennis Tournament begins today, September 24, for
all freshmen and upper classmen. Yesterday was the final date on which
anyone could sign up to participate
in this tournament. McCall hopes
that as many students as are interested
will manifest a sincerity to play the

game l's taking part in this Fall Tennis Tournament.
Coach McCall has announced that
there will be a tennis film shown in
the fieldhouse at 7:00 p.m. on Monday the 28th of September. The title
of the film is "Six Reels on Stroke
Analysis."
The results, to date, of the Froth
Singles are as follows:
Gary Walker (W) vs. Francis Laase
(L) 6-8, 8-6, 7-5
Torn Baldwin (W) vs. Don Wheeler
Stan Attain
(L) 6-3, 5-7. 10-8
A new intramural football season Ron Paquette (W) vs. Woody Manis upon us, but since the action doesn't
sur (L) 6-0, 6-0
start until next Sunday, about all this Tom Hardcastle (W) vs. Phil Rand
column can offer this week is the (L) 6-2, 6-0
schedule of games.
Dave Richardson (W) vs. Jack CauThose of you who don't think that
dette (L) 8-6, 6-3
touch football is nearly as rough as Dan DeRoche 1W) vs. Dave Richardthe game that Westy's boys play
son (L I 2-6. 7-5, 7-5
should walk over to the athletic field Roland Dupres (W) vs. Dave Grealy
some Sunday afternoon. Competition. (L) 9-11. 6-2. 6-4
especially between the fraternities, is Richard Racine (W) vs. John Handy
very spirited and interesting to those (L) 8-2. 6-1
who attend.
Bob Davenport (W) vs. Tom GoodDefending champion, Kappa Sig.
win (L) 7-5. 6-2
is expected to field another strong
Results, to date, on semi-finals
team. Thcy have been given a bye matches:
in the first round of play. Phi Mu, Richard Racine (W) vs. Bob Davenlast year's runnerup, will be as forport (1) 6-2, 6-4
midable as usual.
Next Sunday: Alpha Gam will
square off against Beta while Theta
0000UM CUOMO
Chi will meet Sigma Nu. Phi Kap
000W1O ODOOMO
plays Phi Gam and TEP is matched
0010100M 00000D
against ATO. Lambda Chi will chalEDODOWOMMEM
lenge powerful Phi Eta. The rest of
OW00 000O1)7
the afternoon will include: Sigma Chi
OMOB 0L
vs. Delta Tau. TKE vs. SAE. and
00100EM 00,
Sig Ep vs. Phi Mu.
BOOM ODE
The Fall tennis tourney is under
DUO MOO era,WO.,
way and many of the Houses have
expressed a great deal of interest.
BUIDOUOOMEMOB
A sincere thanks, from the men
BOOBOO BEDMOO
here at Maine. is to be given Sam
DWOOMO MOO=
Sezak and Hal Woodbury for making
UOMM00 00000E
organized
intramural
prothis well
trlaiStlY 100)1
possible.
gram

Within The Walls
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(When your throat tells
you if time for a change,
you need
a real change...

YOU NEED THE

amp MINIUM
KiNG•11211
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1959 UNIVERSITY OF MAINE VARSITY FOOTBALL
ROSTER
No.
Name
—
Allen, Ronald
15
Baribeau, Dave
43 *Bragg, Bob
23
Burns, Jim
75 *Case!don, Ron
20 *Champeon, Wayne
33
Cloutier, Dave
34
Curry, Dale
64 *Cutler, Jim
—
Davies, Edward
11 *deGrandpre, Gerry
81
Desroches, Don
84 *Dore, Maury
30 *Drisko, Dick
12 Halliday, Harold
22
Hannaford, Jim
85
Hanson,Dale
80 Harnum,Don
83 *Kerry, Dave
—
Kilbrith, Wesley
65
Labat, Pierre
73 *Leadbetter, Dick
76 *Libby, Haddon
53
Lovett, David
66 •MacKinnon, Ewen
40 *Miles, Art
—
Morrison,Stephen
88
Mosher, Art
74
Nickerson, Norris
—
Osborn, Charles
—
Patrick, Tom
60 *Pottle. Dick
—
Pound,Dave
71
Reidman, Edward
32 Simmons, Harry
67 Spence, Bob
82 Streeter, Don
41
Tardif, Joe
55
Vassar, Tom
77 *Violette, Harold
61
Webber, Bob
44 *Welch, John
42 Wheeler, Manch
31 *White, Randy
*-1958 Lettermen

Position
Guard
Back
Back
Back
Guard
Back
Back
Back
Guard
Back
Back
End
End
Back
Back
Back
End
End
End
Tackle
Guard
Tackle
Tackle
Center
Guard
Back
Center
End
Tackle
Tackle
Guard
Guard
Back
Tackle
Back
Guard
End
Back
Center
Tackle
Center
Back
Back
Back

Age
21
20
21
23
21
23
20
20
21
20
22
19
26
20
19
19
19
19
20
24
19
21
20
25
20
24
19
25
19
20
18
21
19
20
20
19
19
23
23
21
21
26
20
23

Wt.
172
168
202
165
228
148
180
212
175
157
167
183
184
155
140
189
181
188
175
186
180
223
200
207
180
152
170
190
193
200
182
175
165
206
163
190
175
167
224
225
175
186
185
200

Ht.
5-8
5-9
6-0
5-11
6-2
5-7
5-111
/
2
5-11
5-7
5-10
5-9
6-2
6-4
5-8
5-9
6-0
6-0
6-2
5-10
5-8
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-0
5-8
5-10
6-2
6-3
5-11
5-7
5-11
5-8
6-0
5-11
5-11
5-11
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-9
5-11
6-0
5-10

Class
Soph.
Junior
Senior
Soph.
Junior
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Senior
Soph.
Senior
Soph.
Senior
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Junior
Soph.
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Soph.
Senior
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Soph.
Senior

Beait
Unwarranted Criticism
By Student Body Follows
Maine Loss To UMass
By Rick Brennan, Sports Editor
It's doubtful that there were many students here on campus
last week that expected our Black Bears to hobble off the field at
Amherst last Saturday on the short end of a 21 to 16 score. I must
confess that I was among that disillusioned faction that looked for
our dirt begrimed heroes to stalk off the gridiron with an air of
contempt for their humbled opponents. This latter, however, is
only an idealistic portrait which, when scrutinized, crumbles before
the hard, cold facts.

Paige El, Nro

Daly Captains 1959 Maine
Cross-country Squad; Team
Has Championship Potential
Art Conro
A week from Saturday on October 3, Coach Ed Styrna's cross country team opens its season
against Northeastern and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The Maine squad is characterized by a depth which previous teams have not possessed in recent years.
This year's team is captained by
Bill Daly, an outstanding runner who
is known for his courage and determination. In his sophomore year
Daly tied for first in the Yankee Conference Meet and finished fifth in the
New England Meet. Last year as a
junior, he was hit by a case of cramps
in the Yankee Conference Meet and
failed to finish near the top, but a
week later he rebounded to take sixth
spot in the New England Meet. Bill
is also one of New England's top
two milers in track.

mile, the fastest ever by a schoolboy
in Maine. Along with his running
abilities, Hatch is a fine tennis and
basketball player.
Recognized as one of the best cross
country skiers in the nation, Charlie
Akers is also one of Maine's better
cross country runners. Last year he
was the number three man on the
varsity after having been number ote
on the frosh team the year before
when he tied the running game for the

first time. He might have done even
better last fall, but for an ankle injury
which slowed him early in the season.
Adding depth to this team will be
Frank Morse along with Bob Dean,
a returning letterman.
Barring injuries and other unforeseen difficulties (Maine's dalers had
more than its share of both last year),
this should be a most profitable one
for the pale blue, and a poor one for
its opponents.

Sophomore Mike Kimball has all
the prospects of being one of Maine's
track and cross-country greats. Last
year as a freshman he won the New
England Intercollegiate meet for
freshmen over tough competition.
Mike turned in some admirable times
on the cinders last spring while running the mile, though he is at his best
at distances over two miles. Hard
work is one of the secrets to his success as he can usually be found practicing every day rain or shine, twelve
months a year.
Dave Rolfe is one of two transfer
students who should figure prominently in pale blue cross countn.
hopes. He sat out last fall after transferring from Brown University where
he spent one year. As a high school
student at Deering, he won the Clas.
L harrier title. Rolfe has turned some
fine times in the mile, one of them
being a 4:26 effort in the New England school-boy meet his senior year.
In addition to being an excellent runner, Rolfe is an honor student in college of engineering.
The other transfer expected to stand
out is Harold Hatch, a junior who
spent a year at Boston University before coming to Orono. Harold has
the distinction of being the only
schoolboy ever to be elected to the
Bangor Daily News Sports Hall of
Fame. In his senior year at Pemetic
High School he won the Maine and
New England schoolboy cross country
titles, and in the spring he ran a 4:31

Bill Daly., senior varsity letterman and captain of Maine's 1959
cross country team.

We in the bleachers and the press box cannot easily
understand that these men who donned the Blue and
White for Maine last week, are weak, fallible human beings as you and I. They are not the invincible giants as
we so erroneously envision them. Certainly Maine lost a
game last weekend, hut that doesn't give anyone the unprecedented right to condemn that group of ballplayers.
although the vast majoritr.of our "sportsminded" students graciously accept this privilege as their own and
exploit it to the fullest extent.
Note. that I am not excusing the actions of the team or the
game results. I am but endeavoring to point out the readiness with
which people jump to conclusions and the scorn with which they
appraise a situation about which they know comparatively little.
Coach Westerman will make no excuses concerning the game
results of last Saturday. but I feel safe in saying that those results
could have been appreciably altered had Massachusetts appeared
at a later date on the Maine schedule. This. however, is only a personal opinion, and is based on the fact that the Maine line is relatively inexperienced with some exceptions. A deterring factor also,
is the lack of a good blocking back.
Next week will appear a guest column by Coach
Edmond Styrna on the prospects of the cross-country
team.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: Harold "Tank" Vio!enc. 1958
All-Conference tackle. dispJayed amazing agility on the
field and participated in a large percentage of the tackles
in a game in which the University of Maine was outplayed
and beaten by the University of Massachusetts.

From left to right: Mike Kimball. sophomore sensation, was one of Maine's best freshman
distance
men to attend t nisersity in recent years. Frank Morse, sophomore hopeful, adds depth
to the tram.
Charlie Akers. returning sanity letterman, will also play a paramount role in Coach Ed Styrna's
plans.
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Art History, Crafts
Taught In Evening
Classes For Adults

Plan Freshman
Parent's Day
President Lloyd H. Elliott announced that Freshman Parents' Das
will be October 24. This annual event
brings a thousand or more parents
tc the Orono campus each sear.
President Elliott appointed the following persons to serve on the Freshman Parents' Day Committee: Charles
E. Crossland. Vize President for the
Prof.
chairman.
Administration.
George E. Clifford, department of
Mechanical Engineering: Cecil 1.
Cutts. Assistant Director of Student
Aid; James A. Harmon. Director of
Admissions; Nelson B. Jones, Director of the Memorial Union: Frank
W. Myers. Assistant Director of Summer Sessions: Dean John E. Stewart.
Dean of Men: Mr. William C. Wells.
Director of Residence and Dining
Halls: Prof. Leslie Whitton. department of Horticulture; Dean Edith G.
Wilson. Dean of Women: Professor
Herbert Wood. Assistant to the Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences:
Mark Shibles. Jr.. president of the
General Student Senate, and Jean C.
Toothaker, president of the Associated Women Students.

,

The program of art education
at the University of Maine will
he given added strength on Thursday (September 16) when evening classes will be presented in
Carnegie Hall.

The classes will be designed pri.narily for adults who are interested
,n taking art courses for college
credit. However, persons may enroll ho do not wish college credit.
I The classes will be sporrored by
the General Extension Division of
the College of Education under the
r direction of Dean Mark R. Shibles.
Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, head
of the art department. and Assistant
; Professor Harry J. Greaver will be
instructors.
Registration for the courses will
;Like place at the first classes which
• will be at 7 p.m. Each class will be
scheduled for Thursday evenings and
!will continue through December 19.
Prof. Hartgen.s course will include
a series of illustrated lectures on the
history and appreciation of art, rangflg from the art of prehistoric man
The Memorial Union held Open House last Saturday to acquaint students especially Freshmen with the
distributed
were
actisities
various
ities offered in the Union. Displays representing the
many
through classic, medieval, and renaisthroughout the Memorial Union Building.
sance times and including modern
1 trends. Architecture, sculpture, and
Ipainting will be discussed and evalua:ed in each age.
Each meeting of the class will deal
th one major period of art histoiy.
;nciuding lectures and illustrated maTorrey Sylvester. Class of 1959
terials. The course will carry a value
Of
Naval
the
has been appointed to
of three credit hours.
Newport.
at
School
ficer Candidate
Prof. Greaver will conduct a series
for
report
will
of classes in the studio. titled "Crafts
Rhode Island. He
EpsiTau
Medved.
Stan
to
I..
L.
ing,
i.entan
1959.
`it
28.
Diane
and Design," wherein the students
training on September
lon Phi; Sheila Turnoff, Portland. to will be instructed in the creative use
While at the University. Sylvester
ifs Ed Weiner, Tau Epsilon Phi; Sally
in—why
I'm
mood
rare
a
—vflat
beer
has
this
day
a
"What
Masque,
of the block print, the potato print.
Maine
the
was active in
touring with it on the European trip. almost like being ...'in school.
McLaughlin to Frank Johnson. Delta papier mache, silk screening, and
mobiles, along with special problems
This week with no home foothk,:) Ftu Dannert to "Elly" Sewall. SigHe was also in the Maine Marketing
Kappa Epsilon. Bost dein; Joyce Johnusing the basic principles of good
Phi Epsilon: Jane Chiarini to DaClub and was Business Manager for game the campus was rather quiet ard
Delta,
Mu
Phi
Pottle.
Dick
to
son
design
Thaxter, Lambda Chi Alpha.
subdued. There was a jam session
WORO.
Min Col: Peggy Green to Robert PerAt the Officer Candidate School. Saturday afternoon in the
in -auk: Shirley Fowlie to Peter Sawin.
Sylvester will study naval orientation Lounge. This session was held
Union
BANGOR
and history, gunnery, navigation, sea- association with the Memorial
Married: Merrill Ann Warren to
manship, engineering and operations and displays and movies entertained Paul Clukcy, Alpha Gamma Rho:
OPERA
HOUSE
HOUSE OF HITS U
during the four month training peri- during intermissions.
Dotty Anderson to Malcolm Blan"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
od.
Pinned: Marion Perkins to Dick chard. Colby; Lynda Wadleigh. StiltUpon successful completion of the Goodenough. Alpha Gamma Rho. aatr, to John Moore, Sigma Phi
STARTS FRIDAY
SAT. THRU TUES.
course he will be commissioned En- Sandra Young, Livermore, to Laurie Epsi:on; Nancy Bliss to George Ba-;
sign Lieutenant junior grade. U. S. Cauldwell. Alpha Gamma Rho; Cathy ker. Alpha Tau Omega; Sherryanne
WALT DISNEY'S
in
Naval Reserve.
Ayer to Phil Curtis. Sigma Chi; Jo Hi`..tsard. Dover-Foxcroft, to Phil
Cinemascope and Technicolor
"DARBY O'GILL AND THE
Dion to Don Fletcher. Sigma Alpha O'Donnell, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Mary
Epsilon: Beverly Anderson to Dick
"SIGN OF THE
Nuite.
Graham
to
Dexter.
.!c11,
,
E._i
LITTLE PEOPLE"
Brockway
Names
Panel
NIcElhaney. Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
GLADIATOR"
r`,. Gamma Rho; Pat Schur. FlushEmerson.
Charles
to
Santoro
Hilda
in
Starring
The University of Maine placement
Chi Psi.
Technicolor
uirector, Philip Brockway, will be a,
ANITA EKBERG
Chalmer Loud to
Engaged:
panel member at the annual Fall Perand
sonnel Conference of the American "Scrimpy" Lewis. Phi Mu Delta: Pat
TUES., WED.,THURS.
GEORGE MARSHAL
SigManagement Association in New York Hayward to Paul Cook, Kappa
L & M Cigarettes
Forbes.
MAINE'S OWN
"VERBOTEN"
City Wednesday, Sept. 23. The panel ma: Janet Fletcher to Verge
Starring
will discuss the "College-Industry l Phi Gamma Delta; Jean Toothaker
Brings you
"PEYTON PLACE"
to Charles Chapman. Phi Mu Delta:
JAMES BEST
Role in Productivity."
`Plaine vs. Rhode Wand
Sally Kyle to Fredrick Rooney. Aland
in
pha Gamma Rho; Jo Reidell to Dale
SUSAN CUMMINGS
Technicolor
Saturday
Hurley.
Joan
Kappa:
Eta
Phi
Elessy,
rushing.
Also
Fraternities are still
Starring
Until the Fridas deadline upper- ! Univ. of Alaska. to Luke Stebbins.
"THE FACE OF A
LANA TURNER
Station
your
On
Herman.
Janet
Epsilon:
Phi
Sigma
(rater.
a
into
classmen flint ing
FUGITIVE"
LEE PHILIPS
nit' may get a complete refund I Millbury, Mass., to Edwin Carlstrom.
WORO
HOPE LANGE
with
Steve
to
Weed
Pat
Epsilon:
Phi
Sigma
man
Any
room.
on board and
LLOYD NOLAN
RED Mas•Ml•RRAY
!wining a fraternity must hase a Dice. Phi Kappa Sigma: Barbara
College:
Boston
Zeuli,
David
to
Dunn
accuniulatite.
.8

Sylvester Appointed
To Naval School

Union Begins Weekend Activities
Jam Session Movies Displays

Smith-Corona saves a dance for Doilal
.,r-TYPING CM MY NEw
r I'D LOVE TO GO TO THE FALL BALL,PAUL.
1M pi...t. DATED Lii-1 .....Lis3i-i) WITH
usfl
TERM REPORTS r

DASH
DOT. YOU
NEED A SMITH CORONA
PORTABLE!

DOT GETS
A NEW
SMITH CORONA
PORTABLE

5MI1H-U.44)NA PLA IA5LE
MAKES WRITING SC EASY!
WHY, I'LL CAPER TsIROUGH
PAPEE!

DOT DASHES THROUGH HER ASSIGNMENT ASID ON THE
NIGHT OF THE FALL BALII'M ALWAYS DANCING
ON AIR, PAL,SINCE
. AG A
SECA/
SMITH-CORONA
GAL-'
'
its,
Cu,
and it:VII Ina trcrn Smtn Corona a
123 55 course oa recofds that teaches
typIng "just 10 days!

5.1115 C•IONI Silent Soper
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lessor Lewis
flounced this I

International!
al concerts, sol
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success in his
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one of the mu
our day.
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with whom
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